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Furtados School of Music (FSM), an enterprise that sowed its visionaryFurtados School of Music (FSM), an enterprise that sowed its visionary
seeds in the year 2011 has now blossomed into one of India’s leadingseeds in the year 2011 has now blossomed into one of India’s leading
and most trusted brands in imparting the gift of music to everyand most trusted brands in imparting the gift of music to every
musically-inclined soul. As it thrives on creativity and innovativemusically-inclined soul. As it thrives on creativity and innovative
thinking, it has radicalized an entire era of music education bythinking, it has radicalized an entire era of music education by
launching FSM-Buddy. An online learning platform, which is solelylaunching FSM-Buddy. An online learning platform, which is solely
designed with the purpose of extending learning opportunities in adesigned with the purpose of extending learning opportunities in a
diverse range of creative avenues. As it continues to embrace adiverse range of creative avenues. As it continues to embrace a
versatile approach towards academia, FSM Buddy seeks to revive theversatile approach towards academia, FSM Buddy seeks to revive the
essence of passionate learning, which has been restrained by theessence of passionate learning, which has been restrained by the
pressures of our monotonous routines. By creating an enrichingpressures of our monotonous routines. By creating an enriching
learning environment for every promising learner, FSM Buddy haslearning environment for every promising learner, FSM Buddy has
restructured the ways in which learning is perceived by the masses. Norestructured the ways in which learning is perceived by the masses. No
longer are we drawn towards the mechanical ways of rote learning orlonger are we drawn towards the mechanical ways of rote learning or
education that encourage passivity and stunt our creative imagination.education that encourage passivity and stunt our creative imagination.
By redefining the previously held notions of academia, FSM BuddyBy redefining the previously held notions of academia, FSM Buddy
aspires to create a collaborative learning environment where dreamsaspires to create a collaborative learning environment where dreams
seem closer to reality, and a place where opportunities are born.seem closer to reality, and a place where opportunities are born.
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For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/fsm-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/fsm-
buddy-13081buddy-13081
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